Social Media Tips to Support Advocacy
#CFcantwait

In pursuit of our objective to improve access to needed medication, Cystic Fibrosis Canada is calling on the federal
government to stop the changes to the PMPRB and reconsider those that are denying or delaying access to
life-changing precision medicines, such as Trikafta.
To amplify our voice and the voice of the cystic fibrosis (CF) community, we need your help on social media. We
ask that you tell the government that #CFcantwait and that you tell your federal MP to stop the PMPRB changes
impacting access to life-changing CF drugs.
Here are some ways you can participate using social media.
Join the conversation
Use the following hashtags to call on the government to take action to improve access to needed medications and
tell them why #CFcantwait. Note: Twitter is an especially effective platform for reaching elected representatives.
●
●
●
●
●

#CFcantwait
#[insertname]cantwait
#endCF
#aworldwithoutCF
#CFgetloud

Tell the government #CFcantwait
Right now, CF Canada is focused on telling the government to stop and reconsider the PMPRB changes.
You can help get their attention by sharing our message and tagging your federal MP. We know the community
can get loud and we want them to hear you and take action. The more noise, the better.
Instructions:
Find your federal MP on social media – we’ve created these Twitter lists to help you
Share this message:
Please do the right thing, @[INSERT MP]. Stop the PMPRB changes impacting access to life-changing drugs
for cystic fibrosis before it’s too late. #CFcantwait
3. Ask your social networks to share your post and do their own.
1.
2.

Share your story to our #CFcantwait Hashtag Wall
We’ve created a hashtag wall to gather social media posts by the Canadian CF community and help raise the voices
of people living with CF. Together, we are stronger.
If you post publicly to Instagram, Twitter or Facebook* using #CFcantwait or #laFKnattendpas your post will be
featured on the wall in the advocacy section of our website.
How to post to the hashtag wall:
● Share a photo or video
● Share your story, or the story of a loved one or friend (with their permission)
● Tell the government, and everybody, why #CFcantwait
● Use the hashtag #CFcantwait
*If you’re posting to Facebook, also be sure to tag @CysticFibrosisCanada

